The mouse GABA(A) receptor alpha3 subunit gene and promoter.
Gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) type A receptors are multisubunit ligand-gated ion channels which mediate inhibition in the brain. The GABA(A) receptor alpha3 subunit gene exhibits extensive variation in its developmental and regional expression, but the detailed mechanisms governing the expression patterns of this gene remain unknown. We have cloned and begun to characterize the murine alpha3 subunit gene Gabra3. All but one of the 10 exons and the intron-exon boundaries have been sequenced; the first intron is in the 5' untranslated region (5'UTR) of the alpha3 mRNA. Rapid amplification of the cDNA 5'-end (5'-RACE) and RNase protection indicated many transcription start sites, with the major site (=+1) corresponding to a 5'UTR of 178 bases. Most sites were in or just downstream of a region of 55 (mouse) and 25 (human) GA repeats in the proximal promoter, as revealed by genome walking of Gabra3 and the human gene GABRA3. No canonical TATA or CAAT boxes or initiator (Inr) sites were found in either promoter, but both contained conserved consensus sites for several transcription factors. Progressive deletion of the mouse promoter produced positive or negative effects on expression of reporter (luciferase) constructs, with the highest observed activity in several types of transiently transfected cells for a construct containing bases -320 to +35. The GA repeats and a much shorter nearby series of four GC repeats, the first three of which are part of a consensus E2F site, appear to contribute significantly to mouse promoter activity. Upstream GA repeats enhanced activity of the SV40 promoter, and the GA repeat sequence bound nuclear proteins from several tissues.